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§ 2. Concurrent Prepositional Dynamic Logic
The main purpose of this section is to present the exact syntax and semantics of concurrent prepositional dynamic logic (CPDL). First of all, we define the notion of a program a by induction as follows:
(1) The program constant 6 (a program for "do nothing") is a program. A is a wff. In this paper we do not include programs of the form A! and or for the sake of simplicity.
Let N be the set of all nonnegative integers. We define a function (p from N x N to IV as follows :
We know well in elementary mathematics that (p is a one-to-one correspondence of NxN onto IV and if z+7<i'+/, then (p(i 9 j)<cp(i',j r ). We denote by \j/ and / the functions from N to N satisfying the following condition :
for any i e IV .
We define a function d from the set of all programs to N as follows :
(1) d(a) = l for any indivisible program oc.
We define two functions init and rest from NxPM to PM, where PM is the set of all programs, as follows :
(0) init (0, a) = 9 and rest (0, a) = a for any program a.
(1) init (i + l, a) = a and rest (i 4-1 , a) = 6 for any indivisible program a. (2a) init(2i + l, a; j8) = init(z, a) and rest(2i + l, a; )S) = rest(i, a); /*. (2b) init (2(i 4-1), a ; ft) = a ; init (i, 0) and rest (2(z + 1), a ; jS) = rest (i, j8). (3a) init(2i+l, aU j?) = init(i, a) and rest(2i + l, all £) = rest(z 3 a). We define the rest-closure of a program a, written rest-cl(a) 3 as the set (rest(/, a)|0^igd(a)] .
We recall the following proposition of Nishimura [7] . Proposition 2.1. For any program a, any /? e rest-cl(a) and any i we have rest(/, /?)e rest-cl (a). I.e., rest-cl (a) is closed with respect to the operation rest.
We give some examples of rest-el (a).
(1) resl-cl(0) = {0}. (3) n is a function from AF x W to (0, 1} , where ^4F is the set of all atomic formulas. I.e., n(p, w) denotes the truth value of p at w. An ordered pair (w, v) of states w and v in W is called a move. A finite sequence (w l5 i?i)---(w n , t; n ) of moves is called a pcrtfc, while w 1 and u n are called the initial and final states of the path respectively. We denote by H(PF) the set of all paths in W. For any h e H( W\ we denote the initial and final states of h by is(/7) and fs(/i) respectively. A path (\v l , yj)---(w W5 v n ) is called legal if iJ f = w i^1 for each 1 rg/^« -1. We denote by H r (W^) the set of all legal paths. Given two subsets S and Tof H(fV), we define:
(1) 5; Tis the set of all concatenations of h t E S followed by h 2 e T.
(2) S* is the least subset of H(PF) which contains S and {(w, w)| we W} and which is closed under concatenation. (3) S/ IT is the set of all interleaving sequences of h ± e S and h 2 e T. Now we are ready to extend p to all programs.
(1) p(9)=WxW. Now we are ready to extend n to all wffs.
(1) n(A/\B, w)=l iff7r04, w) = l and n(B, w)=l. A sequent is an ordered pair (T, zi) of finite sets of wffs, which we will usually denote by F-*A. n can be extended to all sequents as follows:
(1) n(F-*A, w)= 1 if for any A E F n(A, w)= 1 and for any B e A n(B, w) = 0, (2) 7i(r->/l, w) = 0 otherwise.
We say that a sequent F-+A is realizable if for some structure (W, p, n) and some we HP, 7r(r->zJ, w)=l. A sequent F-+A which is not realizable is called valid (notation: |=r-*z1). § 3. Axiomatization
The main purpose of this section is to present a Gentzen-type sequential axiomatization of CPDL, say, GCPDL, which consists of the following axioms and inference rules: [
init(f.j8)][a][rest(/.j8)]^.r-.
where a is an indivisible program.
where C y is a wff for each y e rest-cl (/?),
A proo/ P (in GCPDL) is a tree of sequents satisfying the following conditions :
(1) The topmost sequents of P are axiom sequents.
(2) Every sequent in P except the lowest one is an upper sequent of an inference rule whose lower sequent is also in P. A sequent F-+A is said to be provable (in GCPDL) if there exists a proof whose lowest sequent is F->A. If a sequent F-*A is provable, then we write hF-> A (in GCPDL). A sequent F-+A which is not provable is said to be consistent (in GCPDL).
It is a great pleasure to note that there exists a strong analogy, e.g., between We now recall the notions of the characteristic wff \I/(T-*A) of a sequent F-*A and of the characteristic wff\l/(X) of a finite set X of sequents, which were defined in Nishimura [5] as follows :
(1) ^(r-*J) = 4 1 A. 
We borrow the following lemma from Nishimura [5] .
Lemma 3.L For any sequent F, U^A 9 
I, we have that hF, II-* A, I
iff h*KF-»zf), n^i. ( O ) n(C dj9 fs (hj)) = 1 for each 2^j^n.
In particular, ( P ) *(Q n , is (h n + 0) = <Q n , fs (/I M )) = 1 .
Hence, by applying (C) to the sequent Q n ->[5 n ]J3, (J) and (P) imply that:
(Q) 7T(B 5 fs(/i)) = 7r(B,fs(/i M+1 ))=l.
(G) and (Q) contradict, which is the desired conclusion. This completes the proof. The main purpose of this section is to establish the semantical completeness of our sequential system GCPDL with respect to the relational semantics discussed in Section 2. I.e., this section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 (Completeness Theorem for GCPDL). Any consistent sequent F-+A is realizable.
A finite set cP of wfTs is called closed if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) If(AAJ3)e<P, thence <i> and Be®. (1) F-^A is consistent.
(2) ruA = $. It is easy to see that for any ^-saturated sequent F-»^,Fn^i=0. We borrow the following from Nishimura [5] . The rest of this section is devoted almost completely to the proof of the following theorem, for which several auxiliary notions and lemmas are in order and from which Theorem 5.1 follows at once,
Theorem 5,4 (Fundamental Theorem of S ($)). For any wff Ae<P and any sequent F-> A of W, n(A, F-+A) = 1 if AeF and n(A, F-*A) = 0 if AeA. There foren(F-^A, F-»A) = L
We define two functions co 1 and w 2 from the set of all programs to the set N of all non-negative integers as follows :
(1) co 1 (a) = l for any indivisible program oe.
(2) co^oc; j S) = co 1 (aU j 8) = Q) 1 (oc) + co 1 (^)+l. 
We denote by < the usual lexicographic order on NxN. I.e., for any O'ij ^'2)9 (Ji> J2) ^NxN, (ij, / 2 ) < 0"i9 7*2) iff one of the following conditions holds : For any X, Y^W and any program a, we say that Y is closed under a relative to X (notation : cl (a, X, Y)) if X s GS (a, 7). In the rest of this section we will often identify a set {w} consisting of a single element w with w itself. By (4) of Lemma 5.6, cl (a, GS (a*, 7), GS (a*, 7)), which implies by induction hypothesis that ( B) hiKGS 08*, 7)) -> L8MGS 08*, 7)) .
By (5) 
